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By Rosie Dalton

Davide Balula is an artist enthralled with sensory substitution, and not just in the realm of 
the eye. “I am fascinated by tools in general,” he explains of the role technology has played 
in his work. “I believe in the idea of an extended body. And the brain is not everything. 
We put so much hope into Artificial Intelligence, but what happens between two different 
brains goes beyond inner neurological interactions. We know so little, we feel so much.” So 
for his latest work, Mimed Sculptures, Balula has decided to depart from the technological 
realm and explore, instead, this relationship with feeling.

Photography by Davide Balula. 
Courtesy of the artist, galerie frank 
elbaz, Paris, and Gagosian Gallery.



Mimed Sculptures is being unveiled at Art Basel Unlimited this week. The distinctive 
performance piece sees mimes mold the shape of iconic sculptures (by Henry Moore, Louise 
Bourgeois, Alberto Giacometti, and Barbara Hepworth, among others) in air, recreating 
their form through personal interpretation. “Beauty is a personal experience that is not 
reserved solely for sight or tangible things,” Balula explains. “Your own mental space is built 
with perception, which in turn helps define your affinity with others.” Here, this affinity 
exists not only between the artist and viewer, but also the mimes themselves. Although the 
audience does not feel the volumes personally, they do gain a sense of them by way of the 
mime artists, attaining a unique glimpse inside their particular field of perception.

According to Balula, the experience of touch (or pain) is one that is impossible to 
communicate. “It goes beyond the skin that covers your entire body, beyond the sound 
of a nut crackling between your teeth, beyond your words. But you can show physical 
representation to another person—for example, by showing the length of an inch with your 
thumb and forefinger.” This partial translatability is what he has brought to life with Mimed 
Sculptures—an intimate performance of physical representation. Influenced by a beautiful 
essay by David J. Getsy, Balula says he was intrigued by its recounting of a historical 
argument between two famous art historians, Clement Greenberg and Herbert Read. “One 
praises contrasted graphic lines and opticality, the other a compact form and tactility,” 
the artist elaborates. “It contrasts David Smith to Henry Moore; two icons of formal 
volume in space. The works I chose here reflect that duality, but I don’t believe they present 
the opposition of those two points of view anymore. Geometry becomes organic when 
represented in the air, and sensual curves are softer when cut by a machine.”

This sense of making organic that which is fixed suits Davide Balula to a tee. It is something 
he has explored with his technological incorporations as well, although he expresses a sort of 
ennui with the pervasive nature of technology, with the sense that it can numb our already 
imperfect perception—what with its various obsolete folders within the corporate cloud. 
Certainly, it can be used to our advantage, but must also be taken at face value—as merely 
a replica of the real thing. “Unfortunately, photography and video will miss most of what 
you experience while attending to the revelation of those invisible sculptures in person,” 
he explains. “And one of the reasons, besides it being highly dependent on your personal 
perception and the realities of a sensory 3-D space, is that those sculptures as a whole can 
only exist in your mind. Perception is imperfect, and that is how we make things ours, from 
our own inconsistent point of view and forever clumsy expression of it.” Ultimately, there 
is beauty in that clumsiness, which is one of the reasons that Balula often works with forces 
beyond his control, with extreme climatic conditions, or the “imperfect” perception of 
others, for example. Because, just like his works, “you, too, are alive.”
Art Basel Unlimited runs through Sunday in Basel, Switzerland.

Art Basel Unlimited runs through Sunday in Basel, Switzerland.



Davide Balula’s “A journey 
through you and the leaves”

by MARA HOBERMAN  March 24, 2015

GALERIE FRANK ELBAZ, Paris
February 21–March 28, 2015

Featuring bright colors and interactive technology, Davide Balula’s current exhibition 
seems, at first glance, a significant departure from the artist’s earthy process-oriented 
oeuvre. It’s certainly in stark visual contrast to his last show with Frank Elbaz, “The Buried 
Works” in 2012, which turned the gallery into a vivarium with six blank canvases submerged 
under several tons of dirt where they were acted upon by natural corrosive and fungal 
processes. Here, “A journey through you and the leaves…” centers tidily around a series of 
internet-connected sculptures. Though less sensorial than his previous loamy environment, 
Balula’s current installation is, conceptually speaking, likewise fecund.

“Coloring the WiFi Network” (2015), comprises 17 thin plastic and metal sculptures, each a 
unique steel squiggle painted a different color. A cluster of these vibrant minimalist works—
arrayed around the center of the gallery—are mounted on barely-there white stands so 
that the whole lot appear to hover in space, just like a Dr. Seuss-ian skyline of wacky 
rooftop antennas. Elsewhere, tucked into corners, rounding doorways, and mounted on the 
wall, isolated antennae recall the once ubiquitous (oft jerry-rigged) TV set-top rabbit ears. 
Despite initially evoking analog transmitters, these works are of and about our digital age. 
Their linear forms refer to A-to-B routes plotted by car GPS systems and web-mapping 
services like Google Maps, and each work is hooked up to a Linksys wireless broadband 
router. All 17 modems, placed directly on the floor in plain sight, broadcast an individual 
WiFi signal named for the industrial paint color of its corresponding antenna. Illustrations 
of digital routes that also function as digital routers, these works court physical and virtual 
connections.

Though the exhibition’s accompanying essay, written by former corporate attorney and 
current anthropology PhD student Lake Polan, explains the premise of “Coloring the WiFi 
Network,” there are no explicit instructions posted in the gallery. Instead, the artist bets 
that visitors will inevitably take out their cell phones and, while taking a selfie or checking 
the time, chance upon an intriguing WiFi rainbow. Connecting to any of the paint chip-
titled networks—BANANA WHITE, CARIBBEAN GREEN, MUSTARD YELLOW, POWER 
PINK, WARM RED, etc.—causes a corresponding monochrome to pop up on screen. 
Recognizing the increasing digital presence of artwork (from amateur photos of exhibitions 
posted on Flickr, to Artnet’s online auctions, to the Google Art Project’s vast database of 
entire museum collections), Balula wrests back some authorial control by coopting the 
screens that come between the viewer and his sculptures. Preempting the viewer who 
might be tempted to post photos of the show on Instagram or Tumblr, Balula does his own 
digitizing. Each on-screen monochrome is temporarily transferred to the viewer’s personal 
electronic device along with complete checklist information.



In addition to offering the viewer the intimate experience of holding artwork in their own 
hands, “Coloring the WiFi Network” also has macro implications. It’s not confined to the 
context of the exhibition, but, rather, is designed to seep into the real world. Like any 
hotspot, Balula’s networks, once accessed, are stored in the phone’s settings. On a return 
trip to the exhibition, I kept my cell phone out while approaching the gallery and watched 
as the colorful list of networks reemerged about half a block away. A click reloaded each 
monochrome, enabling me to revisit these works without setting foot inside the show. 
Though I was actively seeking out “Coloring the WiFi,” its intentional outflow beyond the 
gallery walls means passersby may come across the work unexpectedly, in keeping with 
Balula’s penchant for chance encounters.

Also on view are two recent examples from Balula’s series “Artificially Aged Paintings” 
(2010–ongoing), which present another way in which the artist enlists technology as his 
unwitting collaborator. To create the pair of large-scale paintings (both titled Artificially Aged 
Painting (Wet, Dry, Wet, Dry, Wet, Dry), [2014–15]) the artist placed primed, unstretched 
canvases inside a high-tech control chamber, where they were subjected to extreme climatic 
conditions. Shown amidst the thicket of WiFi antennae, Balula’s cracked and flaky paintings, 
which demonstrate a physical toll wrought by invisible forces both natural and artificial, 
suddenly make viewers acutely aware of the electromagnetic radiation passing through their 
own body.

A final component of the exhibition, Between now [...] and now (2015), exists entirely 
outside the gallery. Part performance, part document, and part conceptual stopwatch, 
this SMS-based piece comprises periodic text messages sent by the artist to a list of cell 
phone numbers collected at the show’s opening. Another example of the artist harnessing 
technology and introducing his work into the viewer’s private sphere, these texts act as odd 
and intimate time markers. One morning I received the note: “The thickness of your soles 
between now.” Nearly 12 hours later, the follow up, “and now,” closed the bracket. I’m told 
a final text will signal the end of the exhibition. Until then I remain connected, my phone 
providing a temporary avenue for Balula’s temporal musings.

Mara Hoberman is a writer and curator based in Paris
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ART MATTERS

Art Matters | A Dangerous Method

Buried, burned and drowned, Davide 

Balula’s canvases brave the elements in his 

pursuit of perfect imperfection.

Rather than languish on a gallery wall, 

Davide Balula’s art keeps busy: paintings 

grow mushrooms, spaces heat and bend 

and sculptures record surrounding 

movements, loudly playing back what 

they hear. “I take inspiration from natural 

phenomena,” says the 36-year-old French 

artist, who now lives in New York City. His 

materials of choice are earth, wind, fire and 

water. With them, he creates situations 

open to chance and then lets nature do 

its thing. Blank canvases that he buries in 

soil attract microbes and mold; drowned 

in rivers, they collect mineral deposits and 

emerge as marbled abstractions.

Clockwise from top: Davide Balula; “Burnt Painting, Imprint of the Burnt Painting (Ember 

Harbor #7),” 2013; “River Painting (La Seine, Paris),” 2009-2010.Credit Clockwise from 

left: Cedrick Eymenier; Jean-Pacôme Dedieu; Hugard & Vanoverschelde.

For “Ember Harbor,” his current show at Galerie Rodolphe Janssen in Brussels, he used a blowtorch to burn seven 

panels of wood blocks arranged in checkerboard patterns, squeezing each set into successively narrower frames. By 

pressing charred surfaces to virgin canvas, he created ghostly charcoal prints, then hung each opposite its original. 

As viewers pass between the increasingly tapered paintings, the walls seem to close in. “It’s a weird sensation,” 

admits Balula, who will exhibit new work at Frieze New York in May.



10 Artists to Watch During Art Basel

From the new stars of the sprightly LISTE art fair to the veterans with new turns in Art Basel or the city’s 
museums, these are the artists you’re going to want to look out for during this week’s art-market festivities 
in Switzerland. 

Does a performance-based art-historical guessing game sound as fun to you as it does to us? Then come 
on down to Art Basel’s Unlimited section this week to check out the impressively valanced rising art 
star Davide Balula’s piece with Gagosian Gallery, where a group of trained mimes wearing art-handling 
gloves and standing behind empty plinths will enact running their hands over specific artworks from the 
historical canon, including pieces by David Smith, Henry Moore, Giacometti, and Louise Bourgeois. 
Will you be able to judge from their movements what artwork they’re caressing? If so, perhaps your 
parents should have encouraged you to play outside a little more as a child. (Though we’re guessing the 
Giacometti may be a bit of a giveaway….)

DAVIDE BALULA
Art Basel: Unlimited 

By Artspace Editors
June 10, 2016

The artist Davide Balula, with chicken



Exclusive Q & A: French artist 
Davide Balula

July 15, 2015 by Mark Westall

AD caught up with Davide Balula while he was getting ready for his new 
exhibition at Alison Jacques Gallery A Light To Repeat [ ] On The Wall. We 
where able to ask him about his work and his take on reality.

1 Can you tell us more about your work
My pleasure

and what are the main ideas you would like to express?
Main ideas are hard to reduce into short lines but I would say that I am trying 
develop something that involves flexibility and perpetual change, so as an 
idea it would be like a bacteria that feeds on context, which could potentially 
itself be integrated into other organisms.



2 How do you start the process of making work?
I place a bucket outdoors and read into what I find there the next day. 
Depending on the weather, either the bucket or its harvested content 
becomes the work. Most of time, the ART lands right outside the container so I 
try to keep a large opening. I suppose I consider the idea more important than 
the form that walked you through it. It is therefore important to consider that 
what is not there might as well be a part of it.

3 Do you consider the viewer, when making your work?
If I consider showing as part of it, i’d say yes, always. Not his eyes specifically 
though. (By “viewer” I assume you mean: “the person who experiences the 
work”?)



4 Your work concerns nature: burnt wood, soaked canvases but you are
also showing WiFi sculpture – Is technology now seeping into nature?
I value technological evolution and knowledge legacy, so beyond me being 
a human I believe that it always has. The phone is the new stick. They both 
simply create a different type of smoke as residual matter.

5 Do you struggle to know what is real ?
Not when I consider that reality can be shared (not only through language). 
But I am not including social media here, just implying that your own life is 
not limited to your personal body.

6 Did you always plan to show the two types of work in this exhibition 
together?
Yes

7 When the time comes will you upload yourself ?
I do rely on remote servers every time I press “SEND”. But i can’t tell exactly 
how much of my body heat is added to the temperature of their processors.

About
Davide Balula was born in France in 1978 and currently lives and works 
in New York, NY. His work is included in museum and public collections 
including Centre Georges Pompidou, Musée National d’Art Moderne, Paris; 
Fonds National d’Art Contemporain, Paris and Musée d’Art Contemporain 
du Val-de-Marne. His work has been included in group exhibitions at 
Centre Georges Pompidou, Paris; Palais de Tokyo, Paris, Wiels centre d’art 
contemporain, Brussels; Bielefelder Kunstverein; Madison Museum for 
Contemporary Art; Museum of Contemporary Art North Miami and Museums 
Quartier Wien. Davide Balula is one of the four artists nominated for the 
2015 Prix Marcel Duchamp. With thanks to Michelle D’Souza Fine Art, 
London.

Davide Balula A LIGHT TO REPEAT [ ] ON THE WALL through to 8th AUGUST 
2015 Alison Jacques Gallery

16-18 Berners Street London W1T 3LN www.alisonjacquesgallery.com



How would you present your work?
Usually in daylight. Sometime with artificial light. Sometimes in the dark. Sometimes on 
pedestals. Sometimes inside you.

Where do you make your works?
It depends on the project. I try to work on site as much as possible. I always try to keep 
a part of the work flexible enough to be adjusted on site. As for studio works, I fabricate 
things in NY and Paris. But most of my projects are also “realized” and complemented by 
their very context.

What is Nature for you and in which way is included in your artworks?
Nature is what changes constantly, whether you notice it or not. It cannot exist by 
itself, it requires interaction and exchange of energy. It is the saliva in your mouth that 
accidentally gets deposited on the surface of a work as you talk in front of it. It is the 
mixture of bacteria and grease between your fingers and the touchscreen. It is the liquid 

Davide Balula
By Federica Tattoli 

I had the pleasure to discover Davide Balula’s works at the opening of Fondazione Carriero 
in Milan few weeks ago on the occasion of the inaugural exhibition of this new amazing 
cultural space. The exhibition, imaginarii, curated by Francesco Stocchi analyzes the 
contemporary notion of space and its experience, in this era where you see more artwork 
through a monitor, imaginarii tells us to take our time, go out and experiment art in the real 
physical space. The spatiality of nature in Davide Balula begins from common objects, 
habits, or events to create an anima mundi where the imagination communicates with the 
universe itself…

Grand Opening (the Window, the Wind, the Weather in); 2015, granite, bungee cord, blind, wind, window; courtesy 
the artist and Galerie Frank Elbaz, Paris; Ph. Agostino Osio



that captures and waters down the dust in the air in order to keep your eyes moist. It is 
that same tear that you have just looked through. It is all the permanent cohabitation of 
various organisms working together, no matter what scale or pace. It goes beyond human 
and technological perception. Because I think of it while putting a piece together, I believe 
it is included in my work as an active component, on a sensitive or structural level. I can 
create specific conditions so sediments and mold can grow on canvas. Sometimes it is a 
simple focus on the porosity of two spaces. Like in the show at Fondation Carriero where 
the temperature exchange associated with a distant sound is what constitutes the core of a 
work.

The importance of a title for an artwork (in general and for your works)?
The title to a work can be its hat, its keychain or its coat... A title allows you to describe 
a work where only the text is visible, where no image can be attached. It can also 
complement the piece by revealing something directly unrelated, or indirectly related if you 
prefer. Nowadays, it is easy to find the image of a work -only of course if the work can be 
photographed. I like to believe that the title is a textual space with the power of triggering a 
different esthetic experience once associated with the piece.

Could you describe me your poetic in five words?
I suppose I can, see? (Read again without the punctuation).

What can’t be missing from your worktable? 
The power adaptor of my personal computer.

A collection you wish at least one work of yours was part of?
I know very little about collections but I would say ideally a collection that would be happy 
to show the most ambitious of my projects, regardless of its nature and difficulty to re-stage 
or re-install, and which would put all the care into sharing the piece with all the details being 
considered with its context. I don’t know which collection that one would be… Probably 
many of them are ambitious in that way.

A museum where you’d like to have an exhibition?
Well, I don’t have much preference over all the major museums, as long as I am given a full 
on Carte Blanche :)

The market or your need to express?
Not sure i get that question. I don’t really know or understand the market, and I am not sure 
about my need to express. Although I like the term “express”. Mostly because it makes me 
think of an old steam train.

Lightness or depth?
Both: The deeper you dig, the more light you need. Especially if you want to keep going 
deeper.

Day or night?
What’s in between: the dusk and the dawn.

Indians or cowboys?
Definitely not cowboy. (Nothing against cows though).

A question you’ve never been asked but one you’ve always wanted to answer? 
Answer that question…
The questions I like to be confronted with don’t usually generate an answer I am able to 
provide. That is what makes it a good question! Those generate an answer that is not in the 
form of an answer. An answer that is technically more something like a question I believe.



Could you briefly describe one of your latest works?
Unknotting of an earphone cable.

What are you reading?
90% of my reading is a gathering of various articles found on the internet, mostly via my 
twitter feed. Mostly science (bioengineering, medical technologies, source and use of 
energy) and poetry.

As for ebooks (available in prints too), I just finished “Wittgenstein’s Ladder” by Marjorie 
Perloff, and I am basically done with “Whiz Mob: A Correlation of the Technical Argot of 
Pickpockets with Their Behavior Pattern” by David W. Maurer. In the subway going to 
studio I was reading “A dark Dreambox of an Other Kind”, poems of Alfred Hamilton (a 
present from my wife).

A film?
“F for fake” ! Orson Welles.

Where would you like to live?
In a bathtub. Or more conveniently, in and out my own body.

Do you have reference artists? Artists you’d like to work with?
Douglas Huebler is probably my favorite artist of all times. Shirley Jaffe whose friendship 
and inputs I cherish. It would be fun to do a project with people like Simone Forti, or Roman 
Ondak, or Lutz Bacher, or Yoko Ono or William Leavitt or … I don’t know... I would die for a 
meeting with Alan Lomax, or Russel Edson...

A project, related to art, that you’d like to do?
Yes, reorganizing my todo list in order of “preference” instead of “approaching deadlines”.

If you weren’t an artist, what job would you like?
A neuroscientist? A casual fisherman maybe ?

Let’s imagine a group show. Who would you like to exhibit with?
I would like a show whose space has been designed by Robert Irvin, whose colors 
perception would have been temporarily altered by Flavin, where you would enter slowly 
after Robert Barry had left his invisible gesture, followed by a scent commissioned to Mary 
Ellen Carroll, with furnitures and sculptures by people like Wendell Castle or Shawn Maximo 
- those would be equally felt through VR perception as much as covered in fur. Where a 
text by Mei Mei Berssenbruggue wouldn’t be printed but delivered by her incredible voice 
via telepathy, with no apparatus whatsoever. I guess I should try to make that happen. That 
actually sounds like something nearly possible to do !

Yes or no to curators? If yes, who would you choose?
Definitely yes to curators. We have a special relationship with francesco stocchi, each 
project we end up puting together is the result of very interesting discussions that are not 
solely limited to my work. He is the kind who is not being afraid of trying weird things, 
whether spectacular or invisible. I have a tendency to have too many ideas at once and 
that can be overwhelming sometimes for curators. It’s always nice to be in a discussion 
with a curator who is good at canalizing and organizing the show as a set of legible ideas. 
There are a lot of different curators out there making ambitious and inspiring work. It’s really 
hard to choose. So, I don’t know, I would probably ask someone like Jay Sanders, Jessica 
Morgan or Ralph Rugoff, if I were the one picking more people to work with.

A dream of yours?
That time that I used a music stage as a blanket.



Installation view, Artificially Aged Painting (Wet, Dry, Wet, Dry, Wet, Dry), 2014-15; factory pre-treated linen, wooden 
frame Ø 178 cm (with frame), Ø 173 cm (without frame); Collection Zadig et Voltaire, Paris; ph. Agostino Osio

Burnt Painting, Imprint of a Burnt Painting, 2015; diptych, charred wood, dust of charred wood on canvas,195 x 130 
cm each; Courtesy galerie frank elbaz, Paris; ph. Agostino Osio



Lee Ranaldo, “Davide Balula”, in L’OFFICIEL Art n°5, March-April-May 2013.



Lee Ranaldo, “Davide Balula”, in L’OFFICIEL Art n°5, March-April-May 2013.



Lee Ranaldo, “Davide Balula”, in L’OFFICIEL Art n°5, March-April-May 2013.



Lee Ranaldo, “Davide Balula”, in L’OFFICIEL Art n°5, March-April-May 2013.



Lee Ranaldo, “Davide Balula”, in L’OFFICIEL Art n°5, March-April-May 2013.



Lee Ranaldo, “Davide Balula”, in L’OFFICIEL Art n°5, March-April-May 2013.



Lee Ranaldo, “Davide Balula”, in L’OFFICIEL Art n°5, March-April-May 2013.
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The Reluctant Studio Practice of Davide Balula

lillian davies 01/21/10

Currently artist in residence at La Galerie, Noisy-le-Sec, French artist Davide Balula welcomed me to his studio in the Parisian banlieue on a

snowy day in mid-January. Completing a nine-month residency at the public art space run by Director Marianne Lanavère, he is in the process

of preparing work for group shows at La Galerie and Thaddeus Ropac (opens February 13), and a solo show at Frank Elbaz (opens February

27).

"A studio practice is really a very recent thing for me—before it was just the computer and the telephone," explained Balula, who moved into his

��	
 studio in November 2008 as an artist in residence with Lower Manhattan Cultural Council in New York City. "I'm still doing the same type of

work... it's just the attitude that may have changed." We ��	
 spoke about his work Endless Pace (Variation for 60 Dancers) (2009), which was

included in the PERFORMA 09 program. Since his laptop has been relegated to the kitchen, we watched a bird's-eye-view recording of the

event on the artist's iPhone.

"Work in two dimensions has always made me uncomfortable," said Balula as he introduced the work in his street level studio. "I've always

worked with sculpture, but I recently had the desire to develop a graphic practice—while keeping the idea of things that change with time."

Describing painting as a "trace of action," this past year he has been working on a series of two-dimensional compositions on cardboard and

wood: an archive of gestures—random scratches, splattered paint, pieces of colored tape—made during the realization of other works. While

����
ing the artist's actions over time, as well as the real volume of the cardboard surface and the depth incurred by inscription, he considers

works like Cardboard Painting from the Watercolor Pencil Series (2010) autonomous, and plans to show them as paintings.

Addressing the painterly representation of landscape, he has also begun another series in two dimensions: images of riverbeds, including those

of the East River and the Seine, made by throwing a large piece of canvas, ��led with pebbles and tied with a rope, into the waterways. After

leaving the canvas submerged for about two hours, he pulls it back to shore, creating a visual record in water stains, algae and mud. Expanses

of untreated canvas, the ���� works, East River Painting (2009), La Seine Painting (2010), and Douro Painting (2010), feature green or black

smudges (depending on the health of the river), accumulations of silt and the occasional leaf of an underwater plant—poetic compositions

shaped by Balula's plunge into the natural environment.

Above the stairway, a new monochromatic work, Burnt Painting #2 (2009) made from six even planks of dark charred wood aligned in a neatly

framed rectangle recalls Balula's ongoing concern with temperature, and materials that change over time. He mentioned Alberto Burri and Lucio

Fontana—recalling the latter's assault on the monochromatic picture plane—as references in the creation of the carbonized surface. Nearby, on

a white wooden board Balula found in the basement of La Galerie, he has cultivated an expanse of mold (Mildew Painting, 2009). With the help

of a humidi���, he has encouraged the growth of a wide swathe of black spores. I suggested the English word "corral" as a way to describe his

treatment of material in each of these works. Engaging with ���� mold, riverbeds and the traces of actions gone "wild" in his studio, Balula is like

a ranch-hand herding cattle, maintaining their safe transference and containment. Working with deliberate, arbitrary constraints, he opens his

constructions to nature and chance. Balula agreed with my assessment, and tapped the piece of cowboy vocabulary into his phone.

The last series of works Balula showed me were drawings made by sharpening a pencil above a textured sheet of paper in the rain. Cobalt

Green, for example, from the series Watercolor Pencil Sharpened Under The Rain (2009), looks like the trace of a small explosion. Blue green

pencil shavings and a powdery dust bloom across the page, melting into the paper towards the edges with the �� of the rain. Referencing

Marcel Broodthaers' ��m La Pluie (Project pour un Texte) (1969), in which the artist writes in the rain only to see his words vanish with the falling

drops, Balula taps into the poetry of futile action while successfully creating an enduring image. He gave a number of the works from this series

to his family for Christmas presents—"the best ones of course," he laughed. Looking outside we decided it might be a good idea to try making a

few more drawings in the snow.
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Art in Review

By HOLLAND COTTER

DAVIDE BALULA

'American Wall Nut'

Fake Estate

526 West 26th Street, Chelsea

Through Saturday

Fake Estate, opened by Julia Trotta in 2007, may not be the smallest gallery in town, but it
certainly is minute, being confined to a former utility closet in a building that houses other
galleries of regulation size. And the young French artist Davide Balula makes good use of the
space in a solo show that consists of a single, succinct visual gesture that questions the solidity
of architecture.

For the piece, titled ''American Wall Nut,'' Mr. Balula appears to have transposed two odd-
shaped sections of the gallery's floor and wall. A double strip of what looks like plasterboard
seems to be embedded in the floor, replacing pieces of hardwood flooring of the same size that
are affixed to the wall.

The multitasking Mr. Balula is probably best known as a composer of music that mingles and
digitally manipulates both performed and found sound. The result are melodies, some quite
lovely, made up interventions, and a species of music so hybrid that it can be defined by no one
category or source. ''American Wall Nut,'' organized by the independent curator Beatrice Gross,
is a kind of concrete version of this method, gently scrambling the optical elements that we
depend on to establish coordinates like ''up'' and ''down'' in enclosed space.

Working on a monumental scale the artist Gordon Matta-Clark, from whose work the gallery
takes its name, similarly redefined architecture in the 1970s, using massive slicings and
excisions to suggest, among other things, the instability of the concept of property and the
ephemerality of what we call real estate. Mr. Balula delivers something like the same message
in a nutshell. HOLLAND COTTER
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Autopsy of an Artwork, French artist DAVIDE BALULA

“From Christian Marclay to Davide Balula: 

Where time leads? or Artwork Autopsy of 

“Humeurs”, a piece by Davide Balula”

by Beatrice Chassepot

“Christian Marclay won the Golden Lion’s prize at the Venice Biennale 
with “The Clock”, an art installation piece that uses snippets from films 
and television to keep real 24-hour time“.  I should have been focus to 
the reading of the article about  “one of the most important artist of the 
decade”  as it is said, when automatically and unconsciously it recalled 
me a piece I saw by French artist, Davide Balula* at Frank Elbaz gallery 
for its first solo exhibition in Paris in 2007.

The piece is called “Humeurs/Moods”. It is a set of twelve clocks with 
different gears one per clock- that indicate other possible speeds for 
the passage of time.  The small hand of one clock goes round fast when 
another other clock on its side goes round slowly and another below goes 
really really fast and so on for each one.

That rhythm brings a strange mood to each clock, the kind of sensitivity 
we associate to human people, like a bad mood, a stress, happiness or 
sadness. It could be seen like a crowd of people in which each clock/
person responds to “her” next door neighbor, from below or above. One like 
out of breath seems to say “- I’m in a hurry”; another appears desperate and 
seems to say “no rush please we have time”; another desperate says like in 
her last breath “no way, leave me alone I’m going to stop this”, another one 
“next door” goes round regularly. “She” seems to move proudly in her life.

With that brilliant installation from the artist the notion of time switches to 
a different meaning. It is not a universal time anymore that we all can trust 
and refer to. Time becomes totally subjective in itself because the time is 
never the same, and by the interpretation a viewer can have.

Since this installation has been created in 2007, the purpose of Balula’s 
entire work is about the notion of time and its different approaches. In 
addition to the rhythm already mentioned in “Humeurs” the artist shows to 
us that time can pass in different ways: we can “see” it for example when 
we see a color getting less shiny because of the test of time as we see in 



the piece titled “Accelerated Aging of a Blue Paper” from 2010. We can 
?hear? the time when we listen to a music time is passing by, and Balula is 
also a composer and a singer.

I interviewed him about these different approaches of the time he shows in 
his work:

Davide Balula: “Time has naturally joined my work from the very beginning. 
Not only as a subject for representation but also as a component in 
the making of the pieces. A large part of my production has to do with 
the fact that organic elements present in many materials you can use 
in contemporary sculpture evolve with time and that it is vain to try to 
entirely freeze the natural chemical mechanisms. Therefore, the form and 
your relation to the objects or situations depend on the environment that 
indubitably has joined the process as well. From an ink that vanishes 
among the yellowing of a paper, from personal clock in which you can 
choose your own pace by tuning the speed of the passage of its time, from 
an ice sculpture representing an explosion that melts in slow motion, to a 
mushroom, mould, insect, pigeon or algae farming, or to solids and liquids 
which interact with your body like for instance during an ingestion and the 
release of it once filtered by your body… everything you want to share your 
experience with (esthetic or not) has to be considered as part of a larger 
space and timeframe. That time window of the experience is what interests 
me the most. Even when you are looking for your own recollections, your 
memory has transformed time into space, that time you shared with the 
world has been compressed into that emotional space you cannot entirely 
share but with the core of yourself”.

Besides the genuine interest I took in watching again Balula’s artwork 
I thought that art is obviously very interesting. When your attention is 
focused on a specific piece by artist X, it is sometimes so powerful that the 
topic can lead to remind you another piece of art by another artist you saw 
years before in another country and an artwork you didn’t even know you 
had memorized it so well. This should be called “the secret life of art within 
your brain”.

Los Angeles, October 11th, 2011
Beatrice Chassepot.

*Davide Balula was born in 1978 in Annecy, France. He lives and works in 
Paris. He has been exhibited in New York (USA) Tokyo, Kyoto, Osaka (Japan) 
Milano (Italy) Amsterdam (The Netherlands)and many museums in France.

Galerie Frank Elbaz:  http://www.galeriefrankelbaz.com/wp/artists/davide-
balula/davide-balula-images/

http://www.myspace.com/davidebalula
http://www.lappareil.com

Upcoming show:

November 20th,2011 at Georges Pompidou Museum, performance « THE 
ENDLESS PACE (MECHANICAL CLOCK for 60 DANCERS)?
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“Review: Davide Balula jams the circuits of light, space”
Knight, Christopher
February 21 2013

French artist Davide Balula takes a deep dive into a shallow pool for his new painting installation. The disarming reversals
are confounding.

The stairs, floor and three surrounding walls of the step-down room at Francois Ghebaly Gallery, where Balula is having his
Los Angeles debut, are painted a rich turquoise blue, its watery luminosity enhanced by the skylight overhead. Three large,
pristine white canvases hang on the walls.

Like Robert Rauschenberg’s 1951 white paintings, Balula’s capture only ambient light and shadow. But the French artist’s
paintings are not conventional rectangles. Instead, three-dimensional polygons slope at the bottom and curve away from
the wall, almost like peeling paint.

The paintings’ eccentric format derives from the tilted, sloping curved walls on the spiral ramp of the Guggenheim
Museum, which architect Frank Lloyd Wright conceived as an ideal foil for easel paintings. The design, transferred here
from New York to L.A., also switches the established relationship between Wright’s walls and rectangular paintings hanging
on them. The color likewise flips, trading in the Northeast Atlantic for a Southwest Pacific hue.

Balula’s installation is titled with a set of instructions: “1. Turn West / 2. Form a Circle With Your Mouth / 3. Let the Sun
Set In.” Standing in his chromatically saturated, unconventional space makes one oddly lightheaded, all the while
demanding close scrutiny in order to determine what is generating the swoon.

At the entry Balula stuck pairs of colored pencils into several electrical sockets. An enigmatic gesture, it turns out to neatly
prefigure the way the painting installation jams the circuits of standard Light and Space art.

250 NW 23RD ST UNIT  408,  MIAMI ,  FL  33127

DAVIDE BALULA – LOS ANGELES TIMES
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